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Cubis Systems recently partnered with our France based distributor BUSCA, agency TRAPPES 
(78) to supply a network access chamber system for a new industrial warehousing fire
suppression system.

Cubis’ ULTIMA Connect chamber system provided the ideal solution with its reduced transport 
and install costs compared to traditional chamber solutions such as concrete and brick. 

Onsite adjustability was of paramount importance for the multiple duct entry points needed to 
be drilled in-situ on-site. The 4000mm x 2500mm x 2500mm ULTIMA Connect chamber was 
delivered to site in ‘flat pack’ components due to the sites restricted accessibility and delivery 
constraints removing the need for heavy lifting equipment. Cubis’ chamber accessories 
provided an access step system with hand rail for safe chamber entry and exit into the 
2500mm deep chamber. 

The STAKKAbox™ chamber system and C250 composite access covers where installed 
within 2½ hours without the need for skilled wet trades. Cubis’ AX-S™ composite range 
of lightweight access covers come in a wide range of sizes and load ratings (A15, B125 
and C250) set by EN124. Bespoke custom badging, Anti-slip tread pattern and locking 
options make them the ideal solution for a range network access systems.  
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Driven by Innovation
Innovation is the engine that has driven Cubis Systems to its position 

as global leader in the design and manufacture of access chambers 

and cable ducting systems.  

Inspired by innovation, we have developed quality products that 

replace traditional construction materials like bricks and concrete. 

Our lightweight plastics, incorporating intelligent design features, 

are used in the construction of infrastructure networks for the rail, 

telecoms, water, construction and power markets worldwide. Cubis 

products can be installed much faster than traditional methods and 

therefore save our customers both time and money. 

Cubis manufactures the preformed STAKKAbox™ network access 

chamber systems, the AX-S™ access covers range, a MULTIduct™ 

multiple duct system and the PROtrough cable troughing system at 

sites throughout the UK and Ireland. These innovative products are 

exported to more than 25 countries throughout the world.  

At Cubis we are committed to ongoing innovation and dedicated 

to delivering absolute product quality, detailed technical customer 

support and the highest levels of customer satisfaction. 


